“How To” Pamphlets In This
Admiral/Beach Chemical Series

SAFETY
1. Always place wet floor/hazard
signs at all entrances.
2. Allow approximately 1 hour
drying time after the final coat
of finish before allowing foot
traffic.
3.

Remember to use proper
mopping procedures and keep
your back upright and straight
to avoid fatigue.

1.

How to care for floor pads, mops, and
buckets

2.

How to wet mop

3.

How to strip a floor

4.

How to finish a floor

5.

How to spray buff a floor

6.

How to shower scrub and recoat a floor

7.

How to buff/polish floors

8.

How to finish (wax) floors

9.

Dilution ratio chart
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HOW TO FINISH (WAX) FLOORS
Procedure

working areas approximately
10’x10’.

1) To prepare the area to be finished:
a) follow the floor stripping procedure in the “ADMIRAL” pamphlet, “How
to strip floors”
b) allow floor to dry completely after stripping and rinsing. Dust mop to remove any foreign material or lint.
c) move supplies into the area to be
finished.

Purpose To provide a protective
coating to floor surface which
improves the floor’s appearance
and makes it easier to maintain.

Supplies and Equipment
1 bucket on a dolly or cart with casters
1 wringer
Plastic can liners to fit buckets
Floor hazard signs
Candy striped blue finish mop head

d) totally block off the area to be
finished by using floor hazard signs, trashcans, or any method to avoid foot traffic
during the finishing operation.
e) line the bucket with a can liner.
Add the finish 1 gallon at a time.
f) dip the finish mop head in the
finish until thoroughly saturated and wring
until moderately dry.
g) outline the baseboard edge with
finish. Fill the center using a figure eight
motion. Re-wet the mop as it begins to feel
heavy and continue in the same manner,

(figure 8)
h) allow to dry completely. Approximately 20 to 30
minutes.
i) apply several more
coats in the same manner except
stay 6” to 12” away from the
baseboard.
j) allow the floor to dry
“cure” for 24 to 48 hours before
buffing.
k)rinse mop bucket and
wringer with clear water. Store
mop head in can liner tightly
sealed for next use. Do not
rinse.
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